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Compare the prices of the items at MultiStore and Galaxy Store and answer the
questions below.
Items

MultiStore

Galaxy Store

Cross Trainer

S 6,995

S 6,995

Treadmill

S 8,349

S 8,895

Exercise Bike

S 7,403

S 7,795

Stepper
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S 7,493

S 7,893

S 9,295

S 9,053
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1) Compare the prices of a treadmill and a stepper at Galaxy Store.
Which costs less?
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an elliptical trainer. Compare the prices and find which store offers
the better deal.
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3) Aadhya went to MultiStore and compared the prices of an exercise
bike and a cross trainer. Which cost more?

4) Binita wants to buy a cross trainer. She compares the price at both
the stores. Which store offers a better deal?

5) Compare the price of the exercise bike at MultiStore and Galaxy Store,
and find which store charges less.
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3) Aadhya went to MultiStore and compared the prices of an exercise
bike and a cross trainer. Which cost more?

Exercise bike

4) Binita wants to buy a cross trainer. She compares the price at both
the stores. Which store offers a better deal?

Neither store, as both stores
sell it for the same price.

5) Compare the price of the exercise bike at MultiStore and Galaxy Store,
and find which store charges less.
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